i i A new record-clustering scheme is introduced, in which the record address is determined by multiple keys. Associated with this storage scheme Is a new type of Index called multi-dimensional directory. Those keys which determine the record address are jointly indexed by this directory. A data base structure which combines this new technique and the file Inversion technique Is analyzed. The costs of retrieval, update and storage space for this data base structure are mathematically formulated; An example Illustrates that this new data base structure can be superior to the classical combination of indexed sequential and file Inversion techniques.
INTRODUCTION
A conjunctive multi-key query can be answered by utilizing the single key indices in either of the following two methods.
In the first method, each single-key index Is searched to find a set of record addresses satisfying the atomic condition involving the indexed key. Tfien Intersection is performed on these sets to obtain the set of record addresses which satisfy the conjunctive query. In the second method, one key is selected and its Index searched to find the records satisfying the atomic condition involving this key,. The content of each qualified record is then checked with the conditions on other keys.
The first method requires many accesses to different index files. And the second method requires many accesses to records which do not satisfy the query. Furthermore, if the file is sorted on any single key (as in the case of an indexed sequential file), the target records of multi-key query will usually be distributed over the entire file space. The accesses to the main file can be as many as the number of target records. For example, if a file has 60 pages and If 20 target records are randomly distributed over the Sh pages, then the expected number of page accesses is 17-4 [10] .
In this paper a new method of record clustering is introduced. Unlike the binary partitioning method [1] , the mu1ti-dimenslonal key space (spanned by the index keys) is systematically divided into small cells using each key exactly once.
Records that occur in the same cell are stored In the same page of secondary storage.
A mu11 i-d i men s i on a1 directory (MOD) can be looked up to find the cells (pages) which contain the desired records.
It Is then shown that a single key index (SKI) ts preferable to MOD for handling a key that has a large number of distrnct values. A hybrid data base structure that combines HDD, and SKI techniques is consequently proposed. The hybrid structure has the advantage that it handles most types of queries very efficiently. A(A^ = a^). Since we are only interested in the "query condition" part of a query, throughout this paper the word query is often used to mean query condi t ion.
MDD FILE STRUCTURE
In the following a two-dimensional directory on keys A1 and A2 of file F is illustrated. Denote the total number of records in F by R • N, where R is the number of records blocked in a page and N is the number of data pages. Each record in F corresponds to a point In the space spanned by A^ and A2 (Fig. l) . Let m^ and m2 be two Integers such that m^ » the smallest integer greater than or equal to N/m.. tn our particular example. 2nd-degree cells and denote a 2nd-degree cell by Cj. (Fig. 3 ).
(c) Assign a page of secondary storage to each 2nd-degree cell. Store the records that occur In the same 2nd-degree cell Into the page assigned to It.
(d) Enter the parameters Into the multi-dimensional directory ( Fig. k) .
Note that the number of parameters equals the number of cells. 
Let us discuss the three items below in more detail:
(1) storage of MDD, (2) retrieval efficiency of MDD file structure, Z. Is the heading for a data structure and is not a data Item. A. is a data I i I tern whose length is L.. An instance of Z. (there are mj+] such instances) is the data structure needed to store all the parameters within an (i+l)th -degree cell, i.e., the parameters for the (t+l)th degree cell, its subcells, sub-subcells and so on.
The space S(d), required to store the parameters within a d-th-degree cell Is
S(0) is the total space the HDD requires.
(2) Retrieval efficiency of the HDD file structure
We will use the number of page accesses (npa) as a yardstick for the estimation of the performance of a file structure.
In the HDD structure the records are clustered so that all records which have the same value of Aj are stored in the N/m. pages. The query types and npa to data pages required are listed below: We can set the values of m..m.,...,m such that the average number of page I t K accesses per query is minimized. This is achieved by considering the occurrence frequency of each type of query.
The query type, Its occurrence frequency and its npa required are listed in the following: In the next three sections, the access cost, storage space, and update cost required for a hybrid data base structure are analyzed and mathematically formulated. We can then determine which keys should be indexed by the HDD Index and which keys by the SKI indices to obtain the best hybrid data base struc ture. .06 .06 :
.03
Because key Aj is an Identifier of the records, Pj = 0 for all non-null string x. In the following the hybrid file structure with Xj -{Aj, Ay A^} and X2 -{A2> IS used for illustration.
(1) determine f. iij " Sj + t| • 3+25
The nj, n^ and n^ values of all. other a'can be obtained in the same way ( Fig. 7 ). As a matter of fact, this structure corresponds to the popular classical structure described as, "the file Is Indexed sequential on the primary key Aj and Inverted on the secondary keys A^ and A^n.
-20- The above estimation was based on the assumption that the access cost of > every page Is the same, which Is essentially correct with the prospective electronic disks. But with the currently widely used magnetic direct-accessstorage-devices (DASD), the access time to a consecutive page Is much less than to a random page. Let us assume the access cost to a consecutive page is only one tenth of that to a random page. (Here the parameter "one tenth" is arbitrarily chosen. It varies significantly from one system to another). Then the access cost to n consecutive pages Is 1 + (n-l)/10, where the first term accounts for the cost of randomly accessing the first page and the second term accounts for the cost of sequentially accessing the remaining n-1 pages. The sequential access to consecutive pages occurs when contiguous data pages are searched. With this modification fia. q is changed into fig. 9 '. the Indices of A^.A^ and A^ require only 28 pages. This is because Aj has much more distinct values than A and A^ together. In the above we have been concerned with the access efficiency to records in a data base. We now consider the case when a data base is subject to frequent updates.
29.38
In the comparison of update costs of different hybrid data base structures we make the following assumptions:
(J) In order to update the SKI indices efficiently one 8-tree Is used to store all the SKI indices.
(2) The MDD is static, I.e., not altered until the next file reorganization. -31-(A) Insert a record: Figure 11 shows the procedure for Inserting a record after the target page has been retrieved. i
Step (1) requires I npa (I)'requlres 2 npa
If e Is the'probabi1ity that the data pagels full, then the npa for step (1) and (1) 1 Is 1 + e
Step (2) Is further analysed In fig. 12 .
Step (a) requires 1 npa '
Step (b) requires I npa 1 Step (c) and (d) require 1 an(J 2 npa respectively if no overflow occurs.
When overflow occurs a page split is necessary. The frequency of page split
In a B-tree Is dependent on the page capacity y (number of values per page).
In [6] Delete a record Figure 13 shows the procedure for deleting a record after the target page has been retrieved.
Step (I) requires 1 npa
(1)' requi res 2 npa
Because only very small portion of the total records are stored in the overflow pages, the average npa for (1) and (1)' is about 1.
Step (2) is further analysed in figure 14 .
We use the strategy that no key value is deleted from the key-value pages until the next file reorganization.
Step (a) requires 1 npa
Step (b) requires 2 npa
Step ( The total npa for a record deletion is:
For X, = {AjA^} it is 1 + 1 + 2 x 3 = 8
Modify a record Figure 15 shows the procedure for modifying a record after the target page has been retrieved.
Step (1) requires 1 npa
The first substep (indicated by a '*') is assumed to be counted in the retrieval cost.
Let fj be the probability that key A. has been modified. Assume the new record does not belong to the old page (the target page) if any of the keys Indexed by the MDD has been modified. The probability that step (1) is skipped Is the probability that every key in the MDD has not been modified n 0-f.)
Step (2) requires 1 npa
Step ( If, A, eX2
The total npa for modifying a record is Also, In figure 6 we assumed the master Index to need only one page. A general master index may need more than one page and possibly more than one level.
We have purposely avoided these unnecessary complications to make our analysis neater.
DISCUSSIONS
In examining the status of the hybrid data base structure in relation with the ^ classical structures, it is very useful to distinguish two types of information system transactions. In our example, the structure with each of A^ and Indexed by an SKI and A^ and A^ jointly indexed by the HDD Is such a structure. It has a lower executive cost (section k) because the HDD is constructed with the frequency of retrieval on nonprimary keys considered. It has a lower operational cost (section 6) because only two keys Instead of three keys are Indexed by the SKI.
It should be pointed out that the probability distribution among different query types must be known at creation in order to decide which keys should be indexed by the MDD. Once a key is indexed by the HDD it remains there until the next re-organization. On the other hand, if all nonprimary keys are indexed by the SKI indices, any SKI index can be dynamically created or deleted to meet the requirements of a varying environment.
